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A searing portrait of the racial dynamics that lie inescapably at the heart of our nation, told
through the turbulent history of the city of St. Louis.From Lewis and Clark's 1804 expedition to
the 2014 uprising in Ferguson, American history has been made in St. Louis. And as Walter
Johnson shows in this searing book, the city exemplifies how imperialism, racism, and
capitalism have persistently entwined to corrupt the nation's past.St. Louis was a staging post for
Indian removal and imperial expansion, and its wealth grew on the backs of its poor black
residents, from slavery through redlining and urban renewal. But it was once also America's
most radical city, home to anti-capitalist immigrants, the Civil War's first general emancipation,
and the nation's first general strike—a legacy of resistance that endures.A blistering history of a
city's rise and decline, The Broken Heart of America will forever change how we think about the
United States.

"A magisterial history of the emergence and development of racial capitalism and the rise and
decline of American empire examined through the lens of St. Louis...The Broken Heart of
America tells the best story of America that we have in the spirit of W. E. B. Du Bois. Walter
Johnson is one of our very few great US historians!"-- "Cornel West, New York Times bestselling
author""A masterpiece that both haunts and inspires...a story that powerfully lifts up the human
beings who, in 2014, stood together in Ferguson to demand accountability for the layered
injustices that have so scarred not just one city--but America itself."-- "Heather Ann Thompson,
Pulitzer Prize-winning author""A narrative of unrelenting, justified outrage grounded in
impressive scholarship...Every chapter includes searing, unforgettable examples...The epilogue
offers hope, however minimal...A well-rendered, incisive exploration."-- "Kirkus Reviews (starred
review)" --This text refers to the audioCD edition.About the AuthorWalter Johnson is Winthrop
Professor of History and Professor of African and African American Studies at Harvard
University. A Missouri native and author of the critically acclaimed Soul by Soul, which won
numerous prestigious awards, and River of Dark Dreams, he lives in Arlington, MA.Jamie Renell
is a voice talent and audiobook narrator.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.
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Illinois. Molded cement pediments, stained and structural glass, ornamental cast iron, wrought
iron, and mild steel; stone columns, friezes, reliefs, and figural sculptures; doors, window frames,
and full wooden staircases. Remnants of banks and breweries; churches and courthouses;
dairies, department stores, and foundries; greenhouses, hotels, and hospitals; libraries,
mortuaries, and museums; pavilions, post offices, and poorhouses; schools, stadiums, and steel
mills; all of the row houses that lined one side of a downtown square. The red-brick Gothic
classicism of the Little Sisters of the Poor and the beaux arts Lindell Department Store; the
Ralston Checkerboard Company’s grain elevator and the fortresslike First District Police Station.
The nineteenth-century skyscrapers that once lined Real Estate Row. The city of St. Louis torn
down, pieced out into elements, cataloged, and packed into crates. The archaeological
remainder of a city that once harbored the ambition of being among the world’s greatest,
carefully curated by a visionary demo man, perhaps awaiting the city’s second coming.1Across
the Mississippi River, back in the city of St. Louis itself, the pieces of the past lie jumbled
together and scattered around the foundations of the city’s thirty thousand vacant houses, their
windows boarded up and roofs collapsed upon themselves. Many of these houses have been
repossessed by the city and delegated to the St. Louis Land Clearance for Redevelopment
Authority for resale; some can be bought for as little as a single dollar. Thousands of poorly
maintained parcels of property on the city’s Northside have been bought up by neighbors or
speculators.2The population of the city today is just over 300,000—roughly the same number as
in 1870, and around one-third of the total in 1950. The city has been left behind by its population.
Middle-class whites (and some of their Black neighbors) moved to the suburbs. Meanwhile, the
neighborhoods of poor African Americans (and some whites) have been torn down around
them. It is a truism that the struggles of American cities in the second half of the twentieth
century were due to “white flight”—and there is no doubt that St. Louis whites moved out of the
city in droves in the years following the Second World War. But the story of the human
geography of St. Louis is as much a story of “Black removal”—the serial destruction of Black
neighborhoods and the transfer of their population according to the reigning model of profit and
policing at any given moment—as of white flight.Of the city’s abandoned houses, it is perhaps
fair to say that they are worth more dead than alive. The deep burgundy bricks, so smooth they
seem almost glazed, molded out of the clay from pits on the city’s Southside and fired in the
kilns of its famous brickworks around the turn of the century, sell for fifty cents apiece today in
cities like New Orleans and Houston. For many years, there was little regulation of the demolition
business, and rowhouses and brownstones containing anywhere between twenty thousand and
forty thousand bricks were easy money for anyone with a pry bar and a pickup. Even today,
when demolition companies must be licensed and teardowns authorized, there are rogue demo
men, “brick rustlers,” who break into abandoned houses to steal the copper wiring, the iron
plumbing, and the lead counterweights out of the window frames. Some will set an old house on
fire, knowing that the water from the firemen’s hoses will soften the mortar, making the bricks
easier to salvage and scrape clean for sale. So many of the houses in North St. Louis have been



torn down that some of the neighborhoods look like rural farmsteads—clusters of houses here
and there surrounded by open space.3St. Louis today has the highest murder rate in the nation
(65.8 per 100,000, around four times the rate in Chicago, and thirteenth-highest in the world)
and the highest rate of police shootings in the nation (around 5 per 100,000). There is an
eighteen-year difference in life expectancy between a child born to a family living in the almost
completely Black Jeff-Vander-Lou neighborhood in North St. Louis and a child born to a family
living in the majority-white suburb of Clayton, which sits less than ten miles to the west. Indeed,
significant differences in virtually any marker of social well-being in the city of St. Louis—rates of
adult diabetes or childhood asthma, levels of lead in the bloodstream, internet access—can be
charted down a single line: Delmar Avenue, which bisects the city between north and south,
between Black and white. Just over the city line, St. Louis County boasts three of the twenty-five
wealthiest suburbs in the United States (Town and Country, Ladue, and Frontenac).4Back in the
city, standing on streets that, depending on the block, contend to lead the nation in the density of
accidents involving pedestrians, gun murders, and payday loan stores, it is hard not to wonder:
what happened here?From the Lewis and Clark expedition to the police killing of Michael Brown
in 2014 and the launching of Black Lives Matter, many of the events that we consider central to
the history of the United States occurred in St. Louis. Much of this history is so well known that
its midwestern origins have often seemed to historians to be beside the point. The Missouri
Compromise, the Dred Scott case, and the western Indian wars; the East St. Louis Massacre in
1917, the Supreme Court decisions in the landmark civil rights cases Shelley v. Kraemer and
Jones v. Mayer (housing), Gaines v. Canada (education), and McDonnell-Douglas Corp. v.
Green (employment); the symbiosis of urban “redevelopment” by bulldozer, the sequestration of
poor Black people in housing projects (Pruitt-Igoe was the nation’s most notorious), and white-
flight suburbanization in the postwar period; the 1960s synthesis of anticommunism,
COINTELPRO, and white nationalism into the Nixonian New Right and the militarization of
policing: all of these events, and many others that are treated in this book, are aspects of the
history of the United States that cannot be truly understood apart from their St. Louis
roots.5Looking behind the curve of the received history, one finds the often forgotten radical
history of St. Louis. The history of the city turns out to be less a matter of timeless midwestern
conservatism than of reaction: to the consequential efforts of conquered, stigmatized, poor, and
radical people to transform their lives and their society into the image of a fuller humanity. The
first general emancipation of the Civil War occurred in St. Louis, where Joseph Weydemeyer,
confidant and publisher of Karl Marx, was in charge of organizing the city’s defense. The first
general strike in the history of the United States, which briefly united Black and white workers in
what historians have termed “the St. Louis Commune,” occurred in the city in 1877. Through the
1930s and well into the Second World War, St. Louis was one of the most radical cities in the
United States, and the Communist Party in St. Louis was an important site of radical interracial
organizing. Indeed, through both the period of the civil rights movement and after, the Black
freedom struggle in St. Louis was distinguished by its focus on economic issues—jobs, housing,



and a just social wage. From the successful strike at Funsten Nut and sit-ins at city hall in 1933
to one of the nation’s first rent strikes in Pruitt-Igoe in 1969, Black women from St. Louis have
been at the leading edge of the radical history of the United States. Seen in the light of this
history, there is nothing uncanny about the fact that the uprising that touched off the most recent
wave of Black radical organizing—the Michael Brown moment in American history—happened
in St. Louis.Historians have traditionally treated St. Louis as a representative city, a city that is, at
once, east and west, north and south. The place where the various regional histories of the
United States come together. The “gateway” to the West, the “American confluence,” a “northern
city with a southern exposure,” and so on. This book makes a more pointed claim: that St. Louis
has been the crucible of American history—that much of American history has unfolded from the
juncture of empire and anti-Blackness in the city of St. Louis.6The city of St. Louis rose as the
morning star of US imperialism. It was from St. Louis, itself a city built on stolen land, that
Meriwether Lewis and William Clark departed on the journey to survey the commercial potential
of the vast Louisiana Purchase Territory, the homeland of dozens of nations that had not been
party to the bargain. It was from there that Clark later supervised the forcible relocation—the
ethnic cleansing—of the tribes of the Upper Midwest. And it was from St. Louis that the
genocidal Indian wars of the late nineteenth century were staged and supervised. For most of
the period before the Civil War, the US Army’s Department of the West was headquartered at
Jefferson Barracks; for a time after, the entire Department of War was relocated to St. Louis. By
1870, St. Louis was the fourth-largest city in the United States, and there was talk of moving the
nation’s capital to the world-making confluence of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers. Although
the US military footprint in St. Louis lightened over the course of the twentieth century, military
contracting remained integral to the economy of both city and county through most of that
century. It is not possible to tell the story of St. Louis without including the US Cartridge
Company, McDonnell-Douglas, Monsanto, and Mallinckrodt. Behind the story of the rise and
demise of the city of St. Louis lies a much more complicated history of continental and even
global distributions of violence.The imperium of St. Louis (and thus of the United States) is
centrally framed by the history of genocide, removal, and the expropriation and control of land—
all justified in the name of white supremacy. In his 1920 essay “The Souls of White Folk,” written
in the years following his visit to East St. Louis in the immediate aftermath of the 1917 massacre,
W.E.B. Du Bois provided the outline that I have followed in this book. Racism, he argued, was as
old as humanity: “Ever have men striven to conceive of their victims as different from the victors,
endlessly different, in soul and blood, strength and cunning, race and lineage.” The exploitation
of one group by another, too, was “quite as old as the world.” But their combination in the
conquest of the Americas and the slave trade was something new, something unprecedented,
something world-making. “The imperial width of the thing,—the heaven-defying audacity—
makes its modern newness.” Using a term I draw from the work of the political philosopher and
social theorist Cedric Robinson, I present the history that follows—all the way from the slave
trade and the Indian wars down to the murder of Michael Brown and the uprising in Ferguson—



as part of the history of “racial capitalism”: the intertwined history of white supremacist ideology
and the practices of empire, extraction, and exploitation. Dynamic, unstable, ever-changing, and
world-making.7At bottom, the history of racial capitalism has been one in which white
supremacy justified the terms of imperial dispossession and capitalist exploitation. Thus has it
been possible to expropriate Native American lands on the grounds that they were empty—terra
nullius. Thus has it been possible to justify slavery in a republic founded under the rubric of
equality. Thus has it been possible to maintain a distinction between the deserving and the
undeserving poor; between the victims of economic downturns and those who lack the personal
responsibility to keep up; and between the “real Americans” and “our traditions” and the people
who don’t respect the country, its past, and the flag. And importantly, thus has it been possible to
make poor and working-class white people believe that their interests lie in making common
cause with their political leaders and economic betters. Common cause in whiteness: the idea
that they might eventually share in the spoils, and the understanding that the discomforts and
anxieties of their own precarious lives were due to—are due to—those below them rather than
those above them. As the historian Robin D. G. Kelley suggests, guns and tanks and tear gas are
sufficient to control the Black people (or, for that matter, the Indians and immigrants); white
supremacy is necessary to control the white people.8Critical analysis of capitalism often centers
on the ways in which profits are generated, distributed, and concentrated in the form of
intergenerational wealth. But can the same be said for this analysis’s understanding of “spoils,”
which must also be generated, but far more widely distributed in order to socially and politically
maintain the system? An important strand of the argument in this book traces the promises
made to poor and working-class white people—some kept, some broken—in order to keep them
committed to social order, that is, to history in the service of empire and capital: to war in the
name of white homesteads; to low wages subsidized by segregation; and to social isolation and
cultural monotony understood as suburban exclusivity.Beyond even the function of white
supremacy in underwriting expropriation and exploitation, however, the notion of racism and
capitalism as organically related but not identical helps us understand the excessive pleasures
of white supremacy: the joyful mob in East St. Louis in 1917 (it was “like Mardi Gras,” one
observer remembered); the dumb grins on the faces of the lynch mobs, mugging for the camera
in front of the body of the lynched man; the rage of the five thousand St. Louis whites who rioted
after some Black kids jumped into the pool on the first day of the summer season in Fairground
Park in 1949; the masculine fellowship of the St. Louis police in the 1960s as they traded stories
about beating up Sonny Liston, the onetime heavyweight champion of the world; and all the
torture and violation by which white people have historically drawn pleasure from the suffering of
Black people.On the other hand, analysis through the lens of racial capitalism helps us
understand that the disciplinary tools and predatory takings originally justified by imperial and
racial entitlement come eventually to be deployed against the working class as a whole; the
insistent generalization of the tools of empire and anti-Blackness, what Achille Mbembe calls the
paradoxical “Negrofication” of the white world. Tracing the United States’ centuries-long history



of imperial dispossession and relating it to the foreclosure crisis of our own times, the legal
historian and theorist K-Sue Park suggests that the forms of military, social, and financial control
pioneered in empire and slavery (and justified by racialization) were eventually adapted and
absorbed, in race-neutral form, into general practice.9“Labor cannot emancipate itself in the
white skin where in the Black it is branded,” Karl Marx wrote in Capital. Beneath their skin
privilege, poor and working-class whites have often found (although not always recognized) that
the very tools the wealthy rely upon to ensure class rule—the police, the prison, the reduction of
the social wage, and the derogation of public education—come eventually to foreshorten
dreams of everyone, not just the racialized, the marginalized, and the imperialized. In the fall of
1966, following the previous year’s fury in the Black neighborhoods in St. Louis over the police
murder of Melvin Cravens, a seventeen-year-old boy shot to death while handcuffed in a police
station, the Black activists Macler Shepard and Ivory Perry organized a march in solidarity with
Southside whites mourning the death of Timothy Walsh, a young white shot in the back while in
police custody. The license to kill, they were saying, has been issued in our neighborhood, but it
can be carried into yours. The cover of whiteness, it turns out, offers incomplete protection from
the violence unleashed in its own name.10This book traces the history of empire and racial
capitalism through a series of stages, beginning with the fur trade in the early nineteenth century
and following all the way down to payday lending, tax abatement, for-profit policing, and mass
incarceration in our own times. These stages should not be understood as pure forms, nor as
having unfolded according to a strict sequential historical logic. These improvised solutions to
imperial problems and commercial imperatives have been mixed up with one another and with
other ideas about identity and economy. They each have characteristic spatial and
environmental aspects. And the stages of empire and racial capitalism were repeatedly
interrupted and confronted, and occasionally even overthrown, by the people whom they so
insistently dispossessed, ravaged, and repurposed in the service of empire, whiteness, and
wealth.And yet, beneath all the change, an insistent racial capitalist cleansing—forced
migrations and racial removal, reservations and segregated neighborhoods, genocidal wars,
police violence, and mass incarceration—is evident in the history of the city at the heart of
American history. Viewed from St. Louis, the history of capitalism in the United States seems to
have as much to do with eviction and extraction as with exploitation and production. History in
St. Louis unfolded at the juncture of racism and real estate, of the violent management of
population and the speculative valuation of property. The first to be forced out were Native
Americans, who were pushed west and killed off by settlers and the US military. But in St. Louis
the practices of removal and containment that developed out of the history of empire in the West
were generalized into mechanisms for the dispossession and management of Black people
within the city limits. And because removal is fundamentally about controlling the future, about
determining what sorts of people will be allowed to live in what sorts of places, it is always
concerned with the control of gender, sexuality, and reproduction; often women and children are
singled out for particular sanction and targeted violence.11From the time of the Missouri



Compromise through the decision in the Dred Scott case, whites in St. Louis used Indian
removal as much as slavery as the model for dealing with their Black neighbors. And from that
time on, Black St. Louisans have been repeatedly driven out: from East St. Louis in 1917; from
the riverfront, Deep Morgan, Chestnut Valley, and Mill Creek Valley in the middle years of the
century; from Pruitt-Igoe in 1972; and from whatever neighborhoods were wanted for “economic
development” down to the present day. To be sure, eviction (like extraction and even exploitation)
has meant different things at various historical moments. And yet the continuity between St.
Louis’s role as the gateway to empire and the twenty-first-century project of enclosing Black
communities in the hope of a final round of extraction only underscores the point that in St. Louis
empire, slavery, and segregation have been distinct aspects of a single common history. The red
thread that runs through this entire book is the historical relationship between imperialism and
anti-Blackness.12In the aftermath of the murder of Michael Brown on August 9, 2014, and the
uprising that followed, the term “structural racism” gained renewed currency as a way to
understand the depth of the history that was exploding into plain view across the nation. Part of
the work of this book is to try to lend meaning to that phrase—to take us beyond using it to mean
simply really bad or really persistent racism and begin to understand the ways in which racism
has been built into the material fabric of daily life in the United States—into our roads and
neighborhoods and schools and universities. The point of identifying racism as structural is not
to just say it is really bad (or still less to say that it is so bad that we can’t really do anything about
it anyway and so should just go on doing whatever we’re doing). The point is to search out the
material history of white supremacy and the alibis in which it has been cloaked in order to
understand something about structural racism that isn’t otherwise visible: the way the racial
character of our everyday lives has become inexorable, even as its origins have been insistently
obscured. Any program intending to address economic inequality in our society—whether
revolutionary or reformist—that fails to grapple with the racialized character of our material lives
will likely intensify rather than ameliorating it.13For the sake of example, one might point to
various sorts of racism evident in the social postmortem that followed the uprising in Ferguson in
the fall of 2014. Most telling for many was the discovery of the persistent attitudinal racism of the
white police and court clerks in Ferguson, who were shown to have had a particular fondness for
hackneyed racial humor. That attitudinal racism shaded imperceptibly into the institutional
racism of the police department as a whole, manifested in the disproportionate targeting of
Black motorists and street-level harassment of Black pedestrians; shoddy record-keeping and
routinely ignored training protocols; and the systematic levy, through excessive tickets and
exorbitant fines, whereby the subsistence of the government of Ferguson was extracted from its
mostly Black population by its almost entirely white police force. All of this was amply
documented in the US Department of Justice’s report on the Ferguson Police
Department.14What the report passed over, however, was the structural aspect of the racism:
Why was the police department revenue-farming poor Black motorists when there was a Fortune
500 company, doing $25 billion of business a year, headquartered just a quarter-mile to the



south of the spot where Officer Darren Wilson shot Michael Brown? And how could that seem so
natural that the corporate headquarters of Emerson Electric on West Florissant Avenue, right
there where the demonstrators first sat down in the street and the militarized police rioted
through the month of August, would go almost unremarked upon in the thousands of pages and
millions of words written in the aftermath?The twelve shots fired by Officer Wilson on Canfield
Drive ended the life of an eighteen-year-old child and touched off a new period in the history of
the United States—the era of Black Lives Matter. This book explores the two-hundred-year
history of removal, racism, and resistance that flowed through the two minutes of confrontation
on August 9, 2014.15I began writing this book in the months after that event. In the days after the
shooting, activists in St. Louis took to the streets of Ferguson demanding that Officer Wilson
(whose name was initially withheld) be held accountable. Police in St. Louis County and then the
Missouri Highway Patrol and eventually the Missouri National Guard responded on a scale and
with a ferocity that many observers found wildly disproportionate. Armored personnel carriers
patrolled the streets of Ferguson. Police armed with automatic weapons occupied the city.
Peaceful protesters were repeatedly dispersed with tear gas—a chemical weapon banned
under the Geneva Convention. By the end of November, when the now-notorious prosecutor
Robert McCulloch announced his decision not to bring charges against Officer Wilson, the
protests exploded into violence and “Ferguson” had become a byword for both police violence
and the origins of what would come to be called the Black Lives Matter movement.Having grown
up just two hours to the west, I had been to St. Louis countless times to visit family, to go to the
universities or the museums, even to do historical research for other books I have written. I came
to this book less as a professional historian than as a citizen taking the measure of a history that
I had lived through but not yet fully understood. This is a history that I have resisted, but also a
history from which I have benefited, as a white man and a Missourian. I offer the result, not in the
spirit of academics’ too-common conceit that injustice is everywhere but in their own
biographical backyards, but rather in the hope that we may all seek to do better—to walk humbly,
to act justly, to love mercy.161 | WILLIAM CLARK’S MAPHowever our present interests may
restrain us within our own limits, it is impossible not to look forward to distant times, when our
rapid multiplication will expand itself beyond those limits, & cover the whole northern, if not the
southern continent, with a people speaking the same language, governed in similar forms, & by
similar laws; nor can we contemplate with satisfaction either blot or mixture on that surface.—
THOMAS JEFFERSON to James Monroe, November 24, 1801IT IS A COMMONPLACE
TODAY TO REFER TO ST. LOUIS AS THE “Gateway to the West.” But there was a time when
the land that sits today in the shadow of the Gateway Arch was neither part of the West nor just
east of the West, nor the gateway to anything. It was just the world—indeed, the center of the
world. Of course, it was not St. Louis then either, but the ancient city of Cahokia, the metropolis
of the Mississippian Mound Builders and the largest city in North America during the eleventh
century. Cahokia was in what is known today as the American Bottom, on the east side of the
river with satellites near what is today East St. Louis and across the river, on the west side, in St.



Louis, known in the nineteenth century as the “Mound City.”1Over the course of the nineteenth
century, many of the mounds for which the city was known were deliberately leveled, so that
streets could pass through, or bucketed out and used as backfill to support the rising foundation
of the growing city. As many as forty-five mounds were dismantled in East St. Louis and another
twenty-five or so in St. Louis in the years before the Civil War. Today only one mound remains in
the city of St. Louis. Across the river, around the center of the once-great city of Cahokia, about
fifty of the original approximately one hundred twenty mounds, some of them once forty or fifty
feet high and hundreds of feet across, remain. Some of them rise out of the floodplain of the
Mississippi River in uncanny echo of their ancient grandeur, and some are so worn away by
erosion and foot traffic as to seem only small bumps in the otherwise level bottomland. They
stand today as a weary reminder of the history before the empire that unfolded from St. Louis
over the course of the nineteenth century, beginning in the century’s first decade with the upriver
journey of Meriwether Lewis and William Clark, an initial reconnaissance mission for a set of
increasingly greedy and increasingly deadly military and economic forays launched from St.
Louis.2At its peak, Cahokia had a population of around ten thousand (larger than London at the
same time) and a hinterland almost fifty miles in radius populated with another twenty thousand
or thirty thousand people. It was connected by networks of travel and trade northward to present-
day Minnesota and Wisconsin and southward to Louisiana, and possibly beyond to Mexico and
Central America. The city consisted of as many as fifteen hundred structures, including one
hundred earthen monuments, spread over thirty-two hundred acres. Some speculate that it grew
suddenly, over the course of several years, as a sacred site spurred by the deep-space
detonation of a supernova that brightened the skies around the globe in 1054. Cahokia was
apparently laid out in advance of being inhabited. At its center was a massive plaza (sixteen
hundred by nine hundred feet, about six times the size of Red Square in Moscow) headed by the
largest of the mounds, the so-called Monks Mound—about one hundred feet high and almost
nine hundred feet at the base, as broad as the pyramid at Giza and wider than the Pyramid of
the Sun at Teotihuacán in Mexico. Recent archaeological work suggests that the mounds were
built out of blocks of cut sod, laid in alternating bands of light and dark, and pounded firm
underneath the feet of the builders.3Most of the mounds were leveled at the summit. Topped
with buildings, they provided a platform for celestial observations—the entire city was laid out in
observation of the movement of the sun, the moon, and the stars—and for sacred rituals.
Cahokia seems to have been the site of tremendous festivals; one, archaeologists estimate,
involved the simultaneous butchering and preparation of almost four thousand deer. The
residents of the city lived in thousands of densely clustered thatched-roof houses, their floors
dug down into the earth to keep them cooler in the summer. They made small clay sculptures
and copper jewelry and chiseled arrowheads and knives out of river rocks.4And then, for
reasons that are lost to history, the Mound Builders seem to have walked away. Perhaps they
had overhunted or overplanted their hinterland, maybe the city was riven by political conflict or
social unrest, maybe they received the same type of celestial message that had caused them to



move to Cahokia in the first place. Archaeologists speculate that, as the rulers of Cahokia
gradually lost authority over their hinterland, their civilization dissolved into a welter of smaller
polities and internecine wars. By around 1350, Cahokia was abandoned, the houses gone, and
the mounds covered with grass, some of the largest falling in on themselves. The descendants
of Cahokia spread across the plains and along the rivers, where they became the Arikara, the
Hidatsa, and the Mandan, whom Lewis and Clark encountered on their way up the Missouri. For
hundreds of years, the remains of what was once the largest city on the continent must have
registered as only a distant reminder or even an eerie anachronism to the Indian hunters and
traders who passed through the American Bottom.5Missouri River Valley, c. 1803.In February
1764, a small company of armed speculators led by Auguste Chouteau landed their boats on
the west bank of the Mississippi River, across from Cahokia, and began to build a fort. They
were employees of Pierre Laclède, a New Orleans trader, and they had traveled more than
twelve hundred miles upriver to set up a trading post near the confluence of the Mississippi and
the Missouri—the first outpost in what became an empire in what became the West. They came
to see the mounds around them as relics of an ancient civilization, one prior to that of the actual
Indians in whose midst they had settled, and they concluded that the Indians, too, were
interlopers, strangers in a strange land, and colonizers like themselves. They turned the mounds
into a self-serving justification for empire.6When Napoleon, sitting over four thousand miles
away in Paris, sold the stake originally claimed by Chouteau to Thomas Jefferson in 1803, he did
so without regard for the vast majority of the existing inhabitants of the Louisiana Territory—the
nations of the Osage, the Mandan, the Arikara, the Sioux, and the Quapaw. Jefferson, of course,
knew better. He was a student of Indians and of empire. He imagined the Louisiana Purchase as
an “empire for liberty,” as a huge deposit of landed wealth upon which the future of white
freedom might be based, but he did not think of the territory as empty. He knew that the Indians
would have to be dealt with. In 1804, he sent Meriwether Lewis and William Clark to make a
survey of the practical challenges and possibilities of empire-building in the West: to search out
the long-rumored Northwest Passage to the Pacific; to catalog the flora and fauna; and to
enumerate the Indians, announce to them the subordination of their nations to the United States
of America, and gauge the economic potential of their lands. The expedition was carried out by a
military reconnaissance force called the Corps of Discovery, a name that paradoxically and
ideologically erased the people upon whose land they would be traveling and upon whose
hospitality and knowledge they would depend—as if they were the first people to navigate the
rivers and walk the paths about which they would learn from Indians. They left from St. Louis,
which was at that time little more than an imperial outpost—a handful of buildings and
warehouses along the riverbank with a population of around 1,200 people, most of whom were
connected in one way or another with the fur trade. An 1805 visitor to the city referred to it as
“cantonment St. Louis”—an isolated, surrounded, embattled outpost on the verge of a menacing
future.7The white men who carried the American flag and the news of conquest up the Missouri
River knew better than even Jefferson that the lands through which they traveled were not simply



sitting there like so much empty space on a map, waiting to be discovered. They were soldiers
and frontier traders, men who were accustomed to seeing the land over which they traveled as
contested ground—as a patchwork of claims and counterclaims and a place thick with possible
allies and potential enemies. More than as explorers, we should see them as special forces—a
military reconnaissance operation operating well beyond the line of effective US control,
empowered to make friends among the Indians wherever they could find them, but enjoined
always to remember that they were operating in hostile territory.Meriwether Lewis was born in
1774 to a settler family in Georgia in the midst of a long-running, medium-intensity war with the
Cherokee. As a young man, he moved to Virginia, where he became a leader in the new state’s
militia—a force created to maintain sovereign order among the slaves, the Indians, and even
insurrectionary whites—and where he caught the attention of Thomas Jefferson. After the Corps
of Discovery returned to St. Louis in 1806, Jefferson appointed Lewis military governor of the
Louisiana Territory, but plagued by drink, the famous explorer was dead by 1809, shot to death
in a Tennessee roadhouse, whether or not by his own hand no one has ever finally
established.8Born in Virginia in 1770, William Clark was the younger brother of the
Revolutionary War hero and famous Indian killer George Rogers Clark. He too was a Jefferson
protégé; though not as fluent a writer as Lewis, he was a talented cartographer. Everywhere he
stopped during his travels across the western half of the North American continent—at night in
campsites on the banks of the Missouri; during the snowed-in winter of 1804 at Fort Mandan;
near the nineteenth-century Indian villages of Mitutanka and Ruptare and present-day Bismarck,
North Dakota; over the course of the miserable, starving, icy winter that followed at Fort Clatsop,
near the Pacific coast—Clark recorded the information and observations he would use to
entirely recast the geographic knowledge of the day: knowledge in the service of empire. William
Clark’s map was arguably the most important and most enduring artifact of the Corps of
Discovery’s reconnaissance mission: it was both imperial in its ambition to codify and control
and ambivalent in its incompleteness and dependence upon Indian knowledge. It was a map of
imperial ambition produced by a man who would not have survived his first winter (still less the
other winters of the journey) without the help of the Indians over whom the president of the
United States would soon give him sovereign dominion. For many years to come, and in many
places, that dominion would be nothing more than science fiction waiting to be redeemed in
blood. Over the next three decades, Clark would preside over several interlinked dimensions of
the US imperial and Indian policy: the removal of most of the Indians who remained on the
eastern side of the Mississippi River at the time of the Louisiana Purchase; the negotiation of
removal treaties with the Indians of Missouri (among whom were some of his closest allies in the
War of 1812) and surrounding territories; and the military reconnaissance, imperial regulation,
and eventual invasion of the Missouri Valley. Apart from Andrew Jackson, it would be hard to
argue that any white man had a greater influence on the US Indian policy in the first half of the
nineteenth century than William Clark.9As well as pen and ink, the men of the Corps of
Discovery carried with them fifteen rifles issued by the US Army, several sidearms of their own,



and a rare repeating rifle that belonged to Lewis and could fire as many as twenty shots in
succession without reloading. They also had a cannon mounted on a swivel on the bow of one of
their boats and two large, smooth-bored guns on the others. As they traveled upriver in the fall of
1804, they failed to observe frontier protocol by paying a toll to pass through Lakota territory
near the big bend of the Missouri. When they were waylaid by the Indians, Lewis and Clark
refused to negotiate, took the Lakota headman Black Buffalo hostage, and held him until they
had passed out of Lakota territory. The Lakota, Clark recorded in his journal, were “the vilest
miscreants of the savage race, and . . . the pirates of the Missouri,” an assessment that proved to
be both foundational to the subsequent history of white settler attitudes toward the Lakota and
monumentally ironic in light of the kidnapping and the events of the next two centuries.10The
Corps of Discovery spent its first winter on the Missouri at Fort Mandan—later renamed Fort
Clark—a small stockade built near Mandan villages where as many as fifteen hundred people
lived within and outside the walls. For the Mandans, the arrival of the Corps of Discovery was a
peculiar, if not unprecedented, event. The Mandans had a history of trade with Europeans that
dated to the seventeenth century; their most recent and frequent contact was with British traders
who traveled down from Hudson’s Bay. As discordant as the assertion of white sovereignty may
have seemed when delivered by a ragtag band of fifty men to a powerful settlement with four or
five hundred soldiers, the Mandans were especially puzzled and irritated by the Americans’
refusal to trade with them. Indian diplomacy on the Great Plains depended upon an ethos of
openhanded generosity and reciprocity. The hospitality shown by the Mandans was neither
naive nor altruistic—it was their half of a relationship of the exchange portended, they assumed,
by the expedition’s heavy-laden keelboat. But the white men of Fort Mandan seemed unusually
stingy; they were obsessed with storing up their goods for other winters and other Indians farther
up the river. When they tried to over-awe the Indians by firing off their cannon, they seemed to
prefer “throwing [their ammunition] away idly rather than sparing a shot of it to a poor Mandane,”
in words attributed to one of the Indians. Only when the expedition’s blacksmith finished setting
up shop did the Corps of Discovery have something to give in return. “If we eat, you Shall eat,”
the Mandan leader Sheheke promised the whites.11For the Mandans, the arrival of Lewis and
Clark was an odd but by no means unprecedented event: they were familiar with white men and
commercial prospectors, especially fur traders. Their main concerns about the future involved
their relations with their Indian neighbors, especially the Arikara to the south and the Sioux to the
west. Lewis and Clark, by contrast, believed that they were on a pathbreaking mission and had
limitless confidence in their ability to find and claim new territory, even believing that they were
destined to do so. But they also knew that by the time they had reached the Mandan villages
they had also reached the outer limits of their maps. There were European trappers and traders
who lived in and traveled the Missouri River Valley, but they navigated according to memory and
word of mouth. Based on the information they gleaned from these sources and on their
incomplete and speculative maps (some of which were indeed more fanciful than speculative),
Lewis and Clark had set out for the Pacific working on the hypothesis that the western half of the



continent was a straight-up mirror image of the world east of the Mississippi.12Over the course
of the winter, the Mandans and their visitors provided Lewis and Clark with the maps that would
guide the Corps of Discovery to the front range of the Rockies and beyond. They were initially
drawn out on the packed dirt floors of Mandan lodges and then translated into notes and maps
in Clark’s journal. When the American expeditionary force set out for the Pacific in the spring of
1805, the landmarks they sought and the decisions they made were based “altogether,” in
Lewis’s words, on “Indian information… obtained on this subject, in the course of the winter, from
a number of individuals, questioned separately and at different times.” After the winter of 1804,
every single critical decision Lewis and Clark made was based upon what they had learned from
Indians. After spring had turned to summer, months later and hundreds of miles upriver, Lewis
and Clark faced what the historians have identified as the defining moment in the expedition. At
a seeming fork in the Missouri River, a difference of opinion about which way to proceed
threatened to grow into a violent conflict between the expedition’s leaders and their men—a
backcountry mutiny that would surely have cost Lewis and Clark their lives. The embattled
officers resolved the argument and settled on the south fork only after sending out an
exploratory party in search of the landscape they had been told by the Mandans to expect. As
Clark put it, “The [buffaloes] and the Indians always have the best route.”13It was also at Fort
Mandan, in the winter of 1804–1805, that Lewis and Clark met Sacagawea. Soon after the Corps
of Discovery landed at the Mandan villages, a French fur trader named Toussaint Charbonneau
and two Indian women arrived for the winter. No one knows when or how exactly Charbonneau
had met either of the women with whom he traveled and whom he called his “wives,” but Clark
believed that their relationship with him was something more akin to enslavement than marriage.
Having grown up Shoshone in present-day Idaho, the women had been captured and enslaved
by the Hidatsa, who lived on the Great Plains, upriver from the Mandans, toward the mountains.
Women like Sacagawea and Otter Woman were trafficked—like furs, beads, horses, and guns—
among European traders and those who trucked with them. Because property on the plains was
passed matrilineally from generation to generation, marrying—buying, taking, raping—Indian
women was a primary mode of both sexual and capital accumulation for Europeans.14What
Lewis and Clark took from Sacagawea was knowledge. This appropriation, too, was in
accordance with the standard operating procedures of Indian slavery on the plains, where far-
flung geographies of trade and the diversity of languages made those who could point the way
across the landscape and translate among its inhabitants valuable. Indeed, it was in anticipation
of their need for translators that Lewis and Clark engaged Charbonneau, who spoke Hidatsa,
and his Shoshone wives. Otter Woman, who was seven months pregnant when the
expeditionary force set out in the spring of 1805, stayed with the Mandans. Sacagawea went
along with Charbonneau, carrying with her the couple’s two-month-old son, whom they had
christened Jean-Baptiste.15Sacagawea’s story bears repeating: it is as amazing as it is familiar.
Carrying her son, she walked overland with William Clark and taught him about the flora and
fauna of the Missouri Valley. She plunged into the freezing Missouri to rescue the expedition’s



journals and maps when one of the expedition’s pirogues overturned on launching.
(Charbonneau, who could not swim, had to be dragged out of the water along with the
baggage.) She recognized the meadow where she had been captured, pointed the way to the
Shoshone, and then astonished the Corps of Discovery as she rushed forward to embrace the
leader of the Shoshone party, who had ridden out to meet the white travelers. He was, they soon
learned, her brother. And shortly before the expedition started eastward to return to St. Louis,
she insisted on riding out from the winter camping ground at Fort Clatsop so that she could see
the Pacific Ocean with her own eyes.16And yet, alongside the anything-you-can-do-I-can-do-
better terms in which her story has been assimilated into the mainstream of American history,
Sacagawea’s years with the Corps of Discovery also provide a set of data points that convey the
unstable hierarchies and violent intimacies that shaped life between the borders of worlds. In
August 1805, Sacagawea was beaten in camp by her husband, who was then publicly
reprimanded by Clark. Clark may have felt protective, possessive even, of Sacagawea, whom he
referred to as Janey. His affection for Jean-Baptiste was openly proprietary. His habit of calling
the boy Pompey reflected not only the affection of a pet name but also southern slaveholders’
habit of amusing themselves by bestowing names drawn from the classical world upon their
property. By the time the expedition returned to St. Louis, Clark wrote to Charbonneau and
Sacagawea asking them to send the little boy to live with him. “Anxious expectations of seeing
my little dancing boy Baptiest” led Clark to promise Charbonneau a fully furnished farm, if only
the woodsman would “leave your little Son Pomp with me.” Jean-Baptiste was educated at
Clark’s expense after his parents returned to the Hidatsas in 1809. He graduated from what is
today St. Louis University High School as a member of one of the first classes after its 1808
foundation.17Historians know Sacagawea, this most famous of Indian women, mostly through
the words and deeds of the men who controlled and exploited her, and finally dispossessed her
of both her property and her progeny.In the years immediately following his return to St. Louis,
William Clark continued to work on his map. Appointed superintendent of Indian affairs for the
Louisiana Territory by Thomas Jefferson in 1807 (the office overseeing the United States’ Indian
relations, and Indian wars, remained in St. Louis through the 1840s), Clark was responsible for
licensing white explorers, traders, and trappers who planned to travel beyond St. Louis into
Indian country. His office stood near the levee in downtown St. Louis, on a lot paid for by selling
one of his family’s slaves. William Clark’s office became the epicenter for the expansion of the
United States: the literal gateway to the empire, the trailhead of the pathways along which white
men were converting Indian country into the West and existing trade networks and animal skins
into capital. White men heading west stopped in to get their licenses and to look at Clark’s map
before setting out. White men returning from the West brought with them their own observations
and manuscript maps, which Clark incorporated into the master map he kept in his office. More
than any published map, the map in Clark’s office provided an up-to-the-minute account of
imperial knowledge during these years.18The map itself captured the transformation of
empirical into abstract knowledge—the conversion of the immediate, three-dimensional



knowledge one gains from walking down a path into reproducible knowledge that can be
communicated in two dimensions on a printed page. Upon its publication in 1814, Clark’s map
would enable viewers in Washington or New York or St. Louis to imagine a western itinerary in
the comfort of their own offices or sitting rooms. With Clark’s map, they could trace with a
fingertip the course of the Missouri past the Mandan villages and into the mountains; imagine
portaging across and following the downward course of the Columbia River toward the Pacific;
foresee the day when the arduous journey from St. Louis to Santa Fe would be easy; or divine
the purpose of God as it had been encoded in the geography of the continent. Moreover, Clark’s
manuscript map provided an embedded record of the circumstances of its own creation—the
rough, material, empirical process by which this imperial knowledge was created: “Mandan
Village, 1500”; “The wintering fort of the party sent out by the government of the U.S. for
discovery in the winter of 1804–5”; “Here was found the first Ogalala”; and so on. A final version
of the map, stripped of the traces of its own creation, was finally published in 1814, along with
the journals of the expedition. Clark’s manuscript map today hangs framed in the Beinecke
Library at Yale University, a documentary record of the expropriation of Indian knowledge along
the westward course of empire—of the translation of knowledge about the land from one kind of
vision to another.After the Corps of Discovery returned to St. Louis in 1806, William Clark settled
in the city, where he served as the nation’s superintendent of Indian affairs. He continued to work
on his map of the West, sharing it with outbound imperial adventurers on their way out of town
and adding to it based on the information they provided upon their return. (Beinecke Rare Book
and Manuscript Library, Yale University)The world over which Clark presided from his office in St.
Louis—the world represented on his map—was increasingly shaped by the fur trade, most
notably by the American Fur Company and its St. Louis principal, Pierre Chouteau, the brother of
Auguste, the founder of the imperial city. Among the directives given the Corps of Discovery by
Thomas Jefferson was to “decide whether the furs of [the Pacific Northwest] may not be
collected advantageously at the head of the Missouri.” Beaver pelts especially were valued in the
markets of the eastern United States and Europe for the animal’s fibrous undercoat, which was
pounded into felt. Felted beaver fur was pliable enough to be shaped and yet resilient enough to
make warm, waterproof hats that held their form. By the time of the Lewis and Clark expedition,
beaver hats had been a standard accoutrement of metropolitan elites and military men across
the Atlantic world for over a century. When they returned, Lewis and Clark reported that the
headwaters of the Missouri were “richer in beaver and otter than any country on earth.”19By the
first decades of the nineteenth century, the fur trade linked cities like London, Paris, Vienna, and
New York to St. Louis and thence to the deepest reaches of the North American interior. Fur
trading in these years was one of the largest sectors of the global economy, and worth over
$200,000 a year in the city of St. Louis, one of its principal hubs. The Indians of the Great Plains
and Rocky Mountains were its primary producers. Beyond St. Louis in the first decades of the
nineteenth century, the global economy followed the centuries-old pathways of Indian trade and
operated on “native ground”: the trapping was done by Indians who set the terms for the trading



that followed.20In these years, as a historian of the fur trade, David Wishart, has shown, white
traders in the Missouri Valley worked “within the framework of the existing Indian system.” Beaver
pelts were prepared according to Indian methods, and bargaining over the exchange rate—
between beaver pelts and beads, for instance—began only after the whites had provided gifts
denoting their respect. “The Indians are good judges of the articles in which they deal,” wrote
one St. Louis trader, “and have always given a very decided preference for those of English
manufacture.” St. Louis traders, particularly Pierre Chouteau and his extended network of family
members and associates, maintained a presence all over the West, but the initial locations of
their forts were determined as much by Indian needs as European ones—and sometimes they
were moved according to specifications of the trade’s Indian producers.21Pierre Chouteau
embodied what the historian Anne Hyde has termed the métis world of the fur trade. Chouteau
had grown up in present-day Missouri and along the Arkansas River among the Osage, to whom
he maintained a connection through an Osage wife. He spent most of his time, however, in St.
Louis, where he lived with another wife, a French Creole woman. Chouteau’s brother, A.P., who
spoke Osage and Pawnee as well as English, French, and Spanish, took the opposite course
and left St. Louis to live with his Osage wife. St. Louis’s first family, able to move between the
Indian and European worlds at the heart of the continent, embodied the tactical alliances,
restless mixtures, and practical in-betweenness of the fur trade world. Scratched out on paper,
the organizational chart of the American Fur Company bore a striking resemblance to the
Chouteau family tree. Unlike a family tree, however, the American Fur Trade Company
transmitted wealth backwards rather than forwards: the levy followed the bloodlines backwards
toward St. Louis.22The métis practices of the borderlands were framed by imperial frontiers. Just
as the Osage relied on their relationship with the United States to help them hold off their rivals
in Missouri and along the Arkansas River, the Quapaw and the Delaware, the United States
relied on its relationship with the Osage to help them hold off the Spanish in the Southwest.
Likewise, and of even greater concern to William Clark, the Indians of the Upper Missouri Valley
had to be kept in alignment with the economic and diplomatic purposes of the United States.
Throughout his career, Clark manifested an almost obsessive concern that the Indians of the
Upper Midwest not be drawn into the orbit of the British by traders based north of the border.
“Whoever enjoys the Trade of the Indians will have the control of their affection and power,” Clark
explained in a letter to his brother. Clark conceived of the fur trade as an aspect of the realpolitik
of the plains, a mode of imperial maneuver as much as a method of accumulation, but the fur
trade was, at its heart, a trade, and eventually the imperatives of racial capitalism came fully to
define its pathways and practices.23The world that Clark worked so hard to maintain—the world
of the fur trade and the shifting military alliance between imperialists and Indians—was built, as
it had been intended, upon impermanent premises. According to Thomas Jefferson, the power-
balanced reciprocities that defined the world of the fur trade—the choreography of gift-giving
and bargaining, of rhetorical dominance and practical dependence—were never intended to last
forever. In February 1803, as he worked to arrange a secret congressional appropriation to fund



the expedition of the Corps of Discovery, Jefferson outlined his vision of the future in a letter to
William Henry Harrison, then the governor of the Indiana Territory: “We shall push our trading
uses, and be glad to see the good and influential Indians… run into debt, because we observe
when these debts get beyond what the individual can pay, they become willing to lop them off by
a cession of land.” Jefferson imagined a long game: the Louisiana Purchase lands would be
used for the resettlement of eastern Indians driven out by white settlement along a westward-
moving debt frontier (imperial racial capitalism) that might take several generations to reach and
cross the Mississippi. Indeed, as long as the western Indians remained valuable to the United
States, men like William Clark might encourage men like Pierre Chouteau to roll Indian debts
over for another year and keep doing business: the competing imperatives of the United States
to expand, the American Fur Company to make money, and the Osage or the Mandan to benefit
from their relations with whites and defend their position from Indian challengers might be
rebalanced by the deferral of any final accounting. But once the parameters that framed those
common interests began to change, so too did the choices and the incentives facing William
Clark.24The War of 1812 changed the ground beneath Clark’s feet. While Francis Scott Key was
busy writing “The Star-Spangled Banner” in Baltimore, much of the war was fought in the Upper
Midwest. The city of St. Louis spent 1813 and 1814 on high alert in anticipation of attack by
those Indians allied with the British. Indeed, in St. Louis, as in the Midwest generally, the War of
1812 was less a war with the British than a war between Indians in which American settlers were
allied with one side and British settlers with the other. In the summer of 1813, there were rumors
in the city that as many as a thousand hostile Indians were gathered in St. Charles County
preparing for an assault on St. Louis. Clark, who had been appointed governor of the Missouri
Territory by President James Madison in 1813, and Pierre Chouteau arranged with the Osage to
establish a garrison above the city, and for the duration of the war St. Louis was defended by 260
Osage soldiers as well as its own historically unreliable white militia.25The War of 1812 was a
multilateral conflict: both the British and the Americans had Indian allies, and the Indian parties
to the conflict tried to use it as a way to advance their position against Indian as well as imperial
rivals. But the Treaty of Ghent, signed in December 1814, restaged the war as if the only
combatants had been the white ones. It reestablished the imperial boundaries between the
United States and Great Britain along the lines said to prevail status quo ante while ignoring the
claims of the Indians who had fought to be included in the negotiation of the “peace.” As a
corollary, it undermined the ability of the Indians of the Missouri Valley to play the Americans
against the British. Henceforth, men like William Clark and Pierre Chouteau would worry less
that dissatisfied plains Indians would pursue trade and diplomatic alliances with their British
rivals.The fur trade world had been built not only on an evanescent political foundation but also
on finite resources. The American empire in the West was extractive rather than productive, and
it soon destroyed the ecological conditions that had enabled the fur trade in the first place.
Almost as quickly as it took shape, the unstable order of the fur trade world was upset by
European demand for beaver hats. Western Indians refused to trap in the numbers that the fur



companies wished, and so the companies tried to establish their own upriver operations, shifting
the center of gravity in the political economy of the trade from Indian to white trappers. The
immediate result was war. When the St. Louis trader Manuel Lisa tried to establish an upriver fort
in 1810, it was attacked and destroyed by Blackfeet. Twenty of the thirty-two men in Lisa’s
employ died in the failed venture; shortly after, Lisa’s Missouri Fur Company was dissolved.26In
1822, the fur trader William Ashley advertised in the Missouri Gazette and Public Advertiser for
“one Hundred Men to ascend the river Missouri to its source, there to be employed for one, two
or three years.” His intention was to conquer the fur trade—to replace the existing supply chain
and its complicated reliance upon Indian suppliers and diplomacy with a more directly
commercial set of linkages to the west, that is, with an alternative racial capitalism. In the
summer of 1823, Ashley’s trappers were attacked on the Upper Missouri, between the Grand
and Cannonball Rivers in what is today South Dakota. Twelve of Ashley’s men died, and Ashley
immediately wrote to nearby Fort Atkinson to seek the aid of the US Army in supporting his
commercial venture. By August, the US Army had defeated the Arikara. But further upriver the
Blackfeet continued to defend their control over the river and the trade, forcing the St. Louis
traders to look for another route. In the second half of the 1820s, the St. Louis trade began to run
from the Lower Missouri Valley westward to South Pass in the Rockies. Gradually, the St. Louis
traders succeeded in transforming the fur trade on the east side of the Rockies into a more
thoroughly capitalist business: longtime trade and diplomatic relationships with Indians were
thrown into disarray and replaced with frequent skirmishes and periodic war; hunters were
transformed from traders into workers, and the limits that the Indians had placed on trapping
were undermined in a frenzy of profit-taking. By 1840, the western beaver had been pushed to
the margin of extinction.27As the fur companies pushed upriver, propelled by global demand
and fueled by racial entitlement, and the Indians pushed back, it was left to William Clark to
contain the disorder unleashed from St. Louis and keep the racial capitalism of the trade under
the control of the United States. As superintendent of Indian affairs, Clark oversaw the
relationships of white traders and Indians. Up until 1822, he controlled trade through a network
of Indian Agency “factories,” which had sole license to trade with Indians. When a white man
killed an Indian or an Indian stole a white man’s horse, Clark (or, more accurately, his network of
agents) was responsible for trying to broker a resolution, often through the provision of gifts. He
held regular councils to negotiate boundaries and hunting rights among the western Indians
under his charge. At his downtown office, on his farm eight miles outside the city, on Beaver
Pond, and at Portage des Sioux, thirty miles north of the city near the confluence of the Missouri
and Mississippi Rivers, Clark’s councils were a normal aspect of life in St. Louis in the decades
after his return from the West.28As early as 1814, when he had to be defended by his Indian
guard against a mob of land-hungry white settlers, Clark must have realized that his roles as
superintendent of Indian affairs and as territorial governor (of the white settlers) of Missouri were
ineluctably at odds. As white migration to Missouri, especially from Virginia, increased in the
years after the War of 1812, Clark’s constituents demanded that he renounce the traditional



practices of Indian-agent diplomacy and the fur trade and let white men go wherever they
wanted and do whatever they wanted, at least as far as Indians were concerned. In 1816, white
settlers were outraged at Clark’s decision to order the removal of two hundred white settler
families along the Arkansas River because the farms they were building were located on Indian
lands. When the whites refused to move, Clark was forced to admit that his order was
“impracticable.” Settlers interested only in Indian lands were outraged by the costs of Indian
diplomacy. They had no interest in paying for the standard-issue tools of frontier reconciliation
and pacification in which Clark put so much stock—medals embossed with the face of the
president, vermillion from China, wool blankets from the British Isles, glass beads from Venice,
and calico in a variety of prints. For these settlers, firearms were to be used to kill Indians, not as
trade goods to secure alliances with them. When Clark ran for reelection as governor in 1820, he
was painted by his opponents as a tool of the Chouteau family and their “Junto” of has-been
French aristocrats, and as a race traitor who would rather pamper Indians than recognize the
soundness of Alexis de Tocqueville’s description of what the Frenchman took to be the
animating spirit of settler whiteness in the United States: “This world here belongs to us, they tell
themselves every day: the Indian race is destined for final destruction which one cannot prevent
and which it is not desirable to delay. Heaven has not made them to become civilized; it is
necessary that they die.” Clark lost the election by a margin of two-to-one.29Though Clark was
never as bloodthirsty as his political opponents, as superintendent of Indian affairs up until the
time of his death in 1838, he negotiated increasingly harsh land cessions and removal treaties
with the Indians of the Midwest. Many of the thirty-seven land cession treaties he negotiated—
imposed—in these years were signed in the council grove on his farm by Beaver Pond in today’s
Pine Lawn, just to the northwest of the present-day city limits of the city of St. Louis. As early as
1808, he began negotiating the removal of the Osage from Missouri. In 1815, he presided over a
treaty with the Kansas; in 1816 with the Sauk, Sioux, Winnebago, Ottawa, the Ojibwa, and the
Potawatomi; in 1817 with the Menominee; in 1818 with the various factions of the Pawnee, the
Quapaw, and most of the remaining Osage; in 1825 with the Shawnee and the final Missouri
Osage; in 1832 with the Kickapoo; in 1835 with the remaining Shawnee, the Delaware, the
Kaskaskia, and the Peoria, and with the Sauk and the Fox in the so-called Platte Purchase,
which added the tiny flange of territory east of the Missouri to the northeast corner of the state.
Taken all together, Clark’s treaties added some 419 million acres to the domain of the United
States and removed over 81,000 Indians from their homelands. Many of these treaties were with
Indians who were being dispossessed for the second time, the white settlers having caught
them from behind even after their first forced westward move.30The 1825 treaty with the Osage
was perhaps the most notorious; the stench of its self-dealing delayed its passage through
Congress for months. Hundreds of thousands of acres belonging to the Osage—to whom Clark
had entrusted the defense of the city of St. Louis during the War of 1812—were transferred
directly to his friend Pierre Chouteau, earmarked as payment for the debts supposedly accrued
by the Osage in their years of business with the American Fur Company. Indeed, as the margins



tightened in the fur trade, the Chouteau family began to diversify its holdings by opening up a
side business in Indian removal: contracting to transport and provide for the Indians with whom
they had once negotiated and intermarried.31During the first third of the nineteenth century, the
city that had once been the economic center of the fur trade was transformed into the
administrative center of midwestern Indian removal—the largest forced relocation camp on the
continent. By the time Clark died in 1838, the protocols of Indian trade and diplomacy, the type
of calico favored by the Osages, or the different personalities of the various Mandan chiefs, were
of no more interest to most white men in St. Louis than the best method of trapping the last of
the rapidly dwindling beaver population (for which there was no longer any market in any case).
It mattered a good deal less how much a white man in St. Louis knew about Indians than it did
how much he hated them.32During these years of unceasing extraction, overhunting, and ethnic
cleansing, great fortunes were made in St. Louis, most notably by the Chouteau family, but also
by the Ashleys, the Sublettes, the Herefords, and the Bents. The wealth that was drained from
the Missouri Valley and its inhabitants pooled along the levee in St. Louis and then spread
westward toward the suburbs that began to grow on the surrounding prairie in the 1830s.
Between 1810 and 1820, the population of the city grew by more than 200 percent (to a total of
4,598), and the population of the surrounding county increased by around 75 percent during the
same period, reaching almost 10,000 in 1820. As the population of the city grew, real estate
speculation emerged as a significant sector of the local economy. Both Pierre Chouteau and his
commercial rival J.B.C. Lucas subdivided and sold large lots of what had once been the city’s
common field (about thirty square blocks behind the built-up area on the riverfront, including the
site of Busch Stadium today). Lucas had turned a 1,000 percent profit before he sold even half of
his lots. Between 1815 and 1821, the number of wood-framed buildings in the city grew by 50
percent, and the cost of pine lumber in St. Louis in these boom-time years was eight times what
was being asked in Pittsburgh.33By 1821, the city had forty-six mercantile houses, fifty-seven
groceries, three large hotels, three newspapers, twenty-seven lawyers, four hairdressers, twelve
tailors, thirteen physicians, and three midwives, as well as a portrait painter, a handful of
blacksmiths, and “several musicians.” In 1822, the city government adopted a new policy for
naming streets. Instead of the names based on existing landmarks (Rue D’Eglise), the city
began to employ a system based on tree names and numbered cross-streets—a system that,
because it corresponded to nothing specific about the city, was susceptible of infinite expansion.
As the fur trade declined through the 1830s under the pressure of first overhunting and then
changing demand—silk hats, another imperial good, but this time from Asia, not America, were
now the rage—the capitalists of St. Louis began to turn the capital they had accumulated on the
plains to other sectors of the economy: to real estate speculation, to the processing and
distribution of agricultural goods, and to manufacturing, especially of military hardware.In the
aftermath of Mexican independence (from Spain) in 1821, St. Louis merchants developed
increasing commercial ties to Santa Fe, and through the following decades it was the Santa Fe
Trail as much as the Missouri Valley that shaped the economy of the city. Furs, woven wool from



the interior of Mexico, silver, horses, and the mules that came to be identified nationally as
“Missouri mules” all made their way to St. Louis in exchange for cotton fabrics, linens, silks, and
manufactured tools like axes and knives. The “Gateway to the West” had once been the
passageway through which Indian goods traveled on their way east, to the Atlantic seaboard or
farther on to Europe. It increasingly became instead the point of embarkation for white settlers
(heading to Texas in the 1830s, to Oregon in the 1840s, and to California in the 1850s) and the
Indian fighters of the US military who followed in their wake for the balance of the century: the
epicenter of the nation’s nineteenth-century empire. And the Louisiana Purchase Territory, once
the site of the type of complex and volatile diplomatic and economic interchange that had
framed the career of William Clark and the arc of the fur trade, came increasingly to be viewed,
at least among white people, as a vast open space into which they could drive the Indians who
lived on the eastern half of the continent—the geographical precondition for the idea of the
“white man’s country.”34On September 13, 1832, Washington Irving set out from the levee in
downtown St. Louis to visit the famous explorer William Clark. Intent on writing a book about the
West for readers curious about the nation’s emergent empire, Irving began in St. Louis with a
visit to the most famous living symbol of “discovery.” The morning was cool and clear, although
the city was overhung by the smoke of the tanneries, brickworks, and smelters built up along the
levee. The life of the man Irving had come to meet encapsulated the history that had
transformed the city of St. Louis from frontier post into the metropolis of the nation’s western
empire. In a way, the visit marked the end of an era.35Clark’s farm was about eight miles from
the bustling St. Louis levee, on a little pond known then as Marais Castor (Beaver Pond). To get
there, Irving rode though the “scrub oak and marshy weeds” that marked the boundary of the
riparian ecosystem and out onto the flowering prairie beyond the city limit. As he traveled, Irving
passed a circle of ancient Indian mounds. At the summit of one of them, the fur trader William
Ashley had built a mansion with a fountain in the front.36The famous explorer was not at home
when Irving arrived. Unlike Clark, who wrote reluctantly and spelled chaotically, Irving
encountered the world through words, and while he waited he jotted down notes about Clark’s
surroundings and his possessions: the embers on the hearth; the long gun and game bag in the
corner; the Indian calumet on the mantle; the trees bending under the weight of their fruit in the
orchard; a grove of walnut trees in the back, a dovecote, and a beehive; “little Negroes
whispering and laughing”; “Negroes with tables under trees preparing meal”; a “civil Negro major
domo” spreading a tablecloth for dinner outside.The man himself arrived “on horseback with
dogs,” “a gun on his shoulder,” his grandson beside him “on a calico pony, hallowing and
laughing.” Clark was, as Irving recorded him, a “fine, healthy, robust man—tall—about 50—
perhaps more—his hair, originally light now grey—falling on his shoulders.” Over a “hut rustic”
meal of fried chicken, bacon and grouse, roast beef, and potatoes, the two men sat in the grove
where Clark had held countless councils with the Indians of the West, beneath the trees under
which the delicate balance of reciprocity and extraction that had governed the world of the fur
trade had been dismantled over the past two decades. Irving recorded little that Clark said about



Indians, no more than a notation that “Gov. C. gives much excellent information concerning
Indians.” Like the calumet in the corner, the codes of the frontier must have struck Irving as
nostalgic reminders of a distant past. He recorded instead the story of how Clark came to
emancipate his slave York, whom Clark sarcastically called “the hero of the Missouri expedition
and adviser of the Indians.”37Historians know more about York’s life than they do about most of
the millions of other men, women, and children who lived as slaves in the United States. York
had belonged to Clark’s father on the Virginia plantation where the two boys—the one a slave,
the other the youngest son in a famous family—grew up together. York had accompanied Clark
through his young adulthood, his career as an Indian fighter in Indiana, and famously on the
expedition with Meriwether Lewis up the Missouri to the Rockies, across the Continental Divide,
and down the Columbia River to the Pacific. Throughout the expedition that accounted for
Clark’s renown, York had walked along the riverbanks with Clark and his native guide,
Sacagawea, and her infant son, Jean-Baptiste. He had suffered the heat and mosquitoes of the
Upper Midwest summer; the freezing, hungry winter at Fort Mandan; and the torturous,
uncertain passage over the mountains. He had rowed a boat upstream against the current of the
river and portaged the expedition’s goods around the Great Falls of the Missouri. He had cared
for his owner when Clark was disabled for days on end by the irritable bowel that left him not only
physically incapacitated but also unable to control the crew of mountain men allegedly under his
command. York had seen his owner utterly dependent upon Indians for food and for the
directions that guided him along the trail that today bears the white man’s name. York had been
celebrated by Indians, who had never seen a man with skin so dark as his, who wondered at it,
caressed it, and understood it as a sign of his vitality and his potency.38Two years after the
expedition, when William Clark traveled to Virginia to court his first wife and bring her back to St.
Louis, York went with him. On the way back, the newlyweds stopped in Louisville, where Clark’s
family had settled and kept York’s wife enslaved. When Clark began to prepare for the final leg of
his homeward journey, York told his owner that he wanted to stay behind in Louisville with his
own wife. Upon Clark’s departure for St. Louis to set up housekeeping, however, York and nine
other Clark family slaves were forced to leave their own families behind. Many were hired out on
their arrival in St. Louis. One, Scipio, was traded for a lot on the corner of Main and Spruce (near
the riverfront) on which Clark built his in-town house. Their tears were stanched with violence. “I
have been obliged [to] whip almost all my people,” Clark wrote to his brother shortly after his
return to St. Louis, “and they are now beginning to think that it is best to do better and not Cry.”
The few traces of York’s life in Clark’s correspondence after 1808 express mostly Clark’s
bitterness toward and resentment of his onetime companion. In November 1808, he wrote that
he was planning to sell York down the river to New Orleans or “hire [him] out to Some Severe
Master,” if he did not “provorm his duty as a Slave.” A month later he wrote that Meriwether Lewis
had convinced him to hire York out in Kentucky rather than selling him in Louisiana, and he
advised his brother to find the slave a “severe master” who would make him grateful to return to
Missouri and “give over that wife of his.”39Although historians have disputed Clark’s veracity, the



story he told Irving that afternoon was that he had emancipated York and provided him with “a
large wagon and team of six horses to ply between Nashville and Richmond.” According to
Clark, York had been too lazy and too stupid to be free. “He could not get up early enough in the
morning—his horses were ill kept—two died—the others grew poor. He sold them and was
cheated.” “‘Damn this Freedom,’” said York, according to Clark, “‘I have never had a happy day
since I got it.’” The old man continued, talking about his former slave and the perils of Black
freedom: “He determined to go back to his old master—set off for St. Louis, but was taken with
the cholera in Tennessee and died.” Indeed, Clark declared, he had emancipated several slaves,
and always the story had the same moral: “They all repented and wanted to come back.” They
could not live without him.40The story Clark told in the orchard that afternoon was not about his
own dependence upon his slaves and his outsized pique when they did not “provorm” as he
wished. Still less was it about the way the famous frontiersman had depended upon the
kindness of strangers as he and his ragtag reconnaissance unit struggled across the
mountains.41 It was instead a parable about personal responsibility—the life lessons drawn by a
man oblivious to the way his own success had depended upon the actions of others. It was a
white man’s moral, one of a kind increasingly likely to be drawn by white men who lived in the
place St. Louis was becoming: a place—on the plains, in the Upper Midwest, and in the city itself
—where the complicated web of cross-cutting relationships (familial, para-familial, parasitical;
commercial, diplomatic, imperial) that had supported Clark’s famous journey west and his early
career was subordinated to a racially fundamentalist understanding of the world (red, white, and
black) and the politics of white settler imperialism and ethnic cleansing.42432 | WAR TO THE
ROPEArmed occupation was the true way of settling a conquered country. The children of Israel
entered the promised land with implements of husbandry in one hand and the weapons of war in
the other.—THOMAS HART BENTON, “On the Armed Occupation of Florida”AMONG THE
THOUSANDS OF WHITE MEN WHO ARRIVED IN ST. Louis in the years after the War of 1812
was one who would later become one of the most famous imperialists of the nineteenth century.
This man envisioned the transcontinental railroad decades before the first rail was laid;
proposed simply giving away large portions of the West to white men; came to view the conflict
over slavery as a distraction from the real business of empire; and considered dead Indians
simply an afterthought, an acceptable cost of doing business in the West. Under the stewardship
of Thomas Hart Benton, the western empire of the United States took shape. In the second
quarter of the nineteenth century, St. Louis became the military headquarters of the Western
Department of the US Army and the staging post for the Indian wars. White settlers—backed by
that St. Louis–based US Army but often operating well in advance of its lines—violently removed
Native Americans from lands all over the Upper Midwest. During Benton’s career, we can see
the process by which genocidal settler wars replaced the volatile reciprocity of the fur trade
world and then finally became the (made in St. Louis) official policy of the United States in the
West.In later years, Benton would be known for his speeches. For hours at a time, he would
pound out one well-turned phrase after another. Whether he was on the floor of the US Senate



or on a stump at some backwoods crossroads in central Missouri, he always sounded the same
—like an angry god in love with the sound of his own voice. Benton would become one of the
most renowned orators of an age that cherished words and admired speech, and the
acknowledged equal (and persistent antagonist) of Daniel Webster, Henry Clay, and John C.
Calhoun. But in 1815, Benton’s only claim to fame was among those who thought him a thief, a
liar, and a bully. Like so many others, he had come to Missouri as a wounded white man seeking
a second chance. As a young man, he had been expelled from the University of North Carolina
for pulling a gun in an argument with a school-aged child and repeatedly stealing money from
his roommates’ trunks. Disgraced, he had moved with his widowed mother across the mountains
to Nashville, where he trained in law. He was finally beginning to establish himself when he was
drawn into an affair of honor that would pit him against General Andrew Jackson, the city’s most
prominent citizen who would soon become the nation’s most prominent Indian hater, and soon
enough after that its tenth president.1The cause of Benton’s famous fight with Jackson was both
obscure and stupid—a series of slights passed between the aggrieved parties like a bad debt.
The first act culminated with a duel between Benton’s brother, Jesse, and a military subordinate
and friend of Jackson’s named William Carroll. Jackson was Carroll’s second, which meant it fell
to him to arrange the dueling conditions on behalf of the challenged party. Jackson secured an
agreement to duel with pistols under mortally dangerous conditions: the men would stand back
to back only ten feet apart, then turn and fire simultaneously. When Jesse Benton shot first and
missed, he sensibly and even instinctively—that is to say dishonorably—turned his back and
tried to curl himself into a smaller target for Carroll, who cold-bloodedly—that is to say honorably
—shot him in the seat of his pants.2The short distance later seemed to Thomas Hart Benton to
have unjustly favored Carroll, a notoriously bad shot. In the weeks that followed, Benton shared
his unfavorable evaluation of Jackson, Carroll, and the circumstances of the duel far and wide.
Jackson sent Benton a note requesting an explanation. Benton replied that he believed that
Jackson had failed to forestall a potentially fatal encounter between overheated young men, and
that he would not be cowed into keeping the general’s name out of his mouth. Jackson
responded that he would “horsewhip” Benton the next time he saw him in the street, and on
September 4, 1813, he attempted to do just that when he, along with two friends, encountered
the Benton brothers in the Talbot Hotel in Nashville. As Jackson advanced, whip in hand, Benton
reached for the pistol in his belt. But Jackson was faster, and he began, gun drawn, to back
Benton down the hall of the hotel. Coming in from behind Jackson, Jesse Benton shot the
general in the back, shattering his left shoulder, just as Jackson let loose an errant shot at
Thomas Hart Benton. Jackson’s friends then set upon Benton with knives, stabbing him in five
places before he was saved by tumbling down the back stairs of the hotel. As Jackson’s friends
carried the grievously wounded general away to safety, Benton staggered, bloodied, into the
street and broke Jackson’s sword over his knee.3Although he may not have realized it at that
moment, Benton was done in Nashville. After brief and undistinguished service in the War of
1812 under Jackson’s command—the general kept Benton away from most of the military action



the younger man would have needed in order to enhance his reputation—Thomas Hart Benton
decided to move to Missouri.St. Louis in 1815 was an outpost at the beginning of a furious
transformation: from the westernmost hub of the fur trade to the eastern hub of the nation’s
settler empire. Over the first decades of the nineteenth century, the fur trade produced income
that was invested in the city fabric of St. Louis, and the city grew from a few square blocks on
Pierre Laclède’s landing, southward along the banks of the Mississippi toward Carondelet,
westward to St. Charles, and northward to St. Ferdinand (today’s Florissant). In 1820, the city
was designated the western terminus of the National Road, which was to connect the
Mississippi Valley to the Potomac River and the East Coast. The scattered log cabins of the fur
trade world would soon give way to a grubby host of riverfront warehouses and small
manufactories—brickyards, tanneries, and smelters. The Chouteaus’ stone mansion, which had
once stood apart from the city (close by today’s Busch Stadium), was gradually surrounded by it.
By 1840, the city’s propertied leaders were surveying and selling off the commons that had once
served to graze the city residents’ stock—it had become too valuable to leave as open land. By
that time, the mixed population of trappers and traders—French, Indian, Negro—had long since
been transformed into a populace organized by the rigid forms of racial hierarchy and white
supremacy that prevailed farther to the east and that the city of St. Louis would play a key role in
transmitting to the West. In 1810, the population of the city was less than fifteen hundred; by
1840, it had grown more than twentyfold, to around thirty-five thousand, with westering white
men like Benton making up the bulk of the increase.4Benton found work in the law office of
Charles Gratiot, a Chouteau in-law whose primary business was turning territory into property—
the legal aspect of settler colonialism. As the Chouteaus and the rival Lucas family surveyed,
staked, and claimed the area that would become downtown St. Louis (the area to the west of
Third Street), Benton worked on what would become a career-making case: the registration
under US law of Spanish land titles held by the city’s Creole elite. (The Louisiana Territory had
been under Spanish control from 1763 to 1803, when it was transferred back to France, only to
be sold to the United States.) The Chouteau family alone had almost two hundred thousand
acres of disputed property, bought up at bargain prices from risk-averse titleholders, and the
Chouteaus stood to make a killing if they could establish clear title before the claims commission
first established by Thomas Jefferson in 1805.5Benton’s work in Gratiot’s office thus put him in
touch with the first family of the city of St. Louis, whom he faithfully served up to his election to
the US Senate in 1821, and indeed, ever after. His first speech in the Senate was delivered on
behalf of the Creole speculators who had sent him there to do their bidding. And as the business
interests of the city’s leading families gradually turned from the fur trade to Indian removal—that
is, from using Indian labor to control resource extraction to using the control of Indians to extract
revenue from the government—Benton was there every step of the way. In 1822, he termed the
government-controlled trading factories in Indian country a “pious monster” and sponsored a bill
that abolished them, effectively taking Indian trade out of the hands of the US Indian Agency and
placing it in the hands of the American Fur Company and a seemingly endless supply of settler



competitors. In 1825, Benton shepherded an Osage removal treaty through the Senate that
included the direct transfer of hundreds of thousands of acres to the Chouteau family in
repayment for Osage debts supposedly incurred at the family’s company stores; in 1851 he did
the same in relation to a Sioux treaty that had been arranged by the American Fur Company
agent J. A. Sanford. As the fur trade world gave way to settler colonialism and land speculation in
the Midwest and the Great Plains, Benton helped his St. Louis patrons make the transition.
“Senator Benton seems to have been as much an employee of Chouteau and Company as a
representative of the people of Missouri,” one historian has mordantly observed.6And yet it is as
a champion of the people rather than as a corporate tool that Benton was known in the
nineteenth century. Certainly Benton owed part of his populist persona to his reputation as a
duelist, which he built on shortly after moving to St. Louis by killing the fur trade scion Charles
Lucas on Bloody Island. The cause was once again both trivial and stupid—an argument in court
between two lawyers that involved an escalating exchange of uses of the word “puppy.” His
reputation as a duelist certainly helped his populist reputation, but Benton owed his status as the
officially recognized voice of “the West” mainly to his vision of federal land, to the liberality he
proposed in distributing lands taken from Native Americans to migratory white men like himself.
Though it might seem ironic at first glance that a man who had gone to Washington as the
Chouteaus’ prize pig, trussed up for sale to the highest bidder, made his reputation in the Senate
as a stubborn and tireless advocate of the common man, there is actually no irony in it at all.
Thomas Hart Benton was the type of populist fixer beloved by plutocrats throughout American
history. Turning the attention of ambitious but impoverished white men like himself away from the
ruling class as they sought an explanation for why rich men had so much when they had so little,
he pointed them instead to the West: toward Indian lands and Indian wars. For Benton, Indian
lands and empire (rather than class politics or revolution) held the promise of white
equality.7Benton’s signature issue was the Graduation Bill, which proposed the distribution of
unsold federal lands at prices that declined twenty-five cents an acre every year until the entire
public domain of the United States was privately owned. What could not be sold in the end
should simply be given away. Thus would the West be whitened and cemented to the United
States. “The tenant has, in fact, no country, no hearth, no domestic altar, no household god,”
Benton famously declared, transforming the class conflict between white renters and landlords
into a call for westering imperialism. “The freeholder, on the contrary, is the natural supporter of a
free government.… I say give, without price, to those who are not able to pay.… It brings a price
above rubies—a race of virtuous and independent farmers, the true supporters of their country.”
Benton’s scheme was, at once, a spatial fix for class conflict in the East, a conversion of
expropriated Indian lands into a subsidy for whiteness, a privatization of the public domain, and
an effort to expand the imperial domain of the United States. It identified the national interest
with the endless serial reproduction of white family farms as far as the sovereign power of the
United States could reach, which, by the final time Benton went through the annual ritual of
calling for graduation in 1854, was all the way to the West Coast. Benton’s graduation speeches



were printed throughout the West, and his admiring supporters “had the terms of it by heart,” in
the words of another senator. “They called their counties after him; they called their towns after
him; they gave his name to their children; and it had secured to him an influence which nothing
else could have obtained for him.”8Though Benton was never successful in convincing his fellow
senators to simply give away the public domain (that would have to wait for Abraham Lincoln),
he did convince them to allow white settlers to pay bottom dollar. Following the provisions of the
Indian Intercourse Act (1790), and according to the decision of the US Supreme Court in
Johnson v. M’Intosh (1823), it was illegal for Indians to sell land directly to whites. Indian lands
could only be transferred—by treaty or by sale—directly to the United States of America, whose
General Land Office then surveyed and sold them at auction. All of the surveying, sale
scheduling, and auctioning took time, however—time that restless and entitled white settlers
resented and refused to endure. Long before the sales, white settlers from Georgia to Illinois
simply moved onto Indian lands and started to farm them. In some cases, they literally drove
people out of their own houses and moved in; on occasion they harvested fall crops that had
been planted by Indian farmers that spring. Settler colonialism prevailed in the shadow of
empire.The problem was that the settlers were operating outside the effective administrative
reach of the government upon which their claim to the land legally and practically—and militarily,
in the final instance—depended. It was only the federal government that could legalize their land
claims, but the government simply did not have time to survey all of the Indian lands it had taken.
The solution was preemption. In 1830, along with his fellow Missouri senator David Barton,
Benton sponsored a bill that gave white settlers who built a house and improved the land around
it a preemptive claim on any 160-acre quarter-section eventually laid over their homestead by
the General Land Office’s surveyors. That claim allowed them to purchase the land at the
federally stipulated minimum price of $1.25 an acre before it was put up for auction—indeed, it
allowed them to delay the auction of the land for two years while they farmed it in order to raise
the money they would need to purchase it.Administratively speaking, the policy was a disaster. It
took the surveyor’s abstract grid on the maps in the Land Office and scrawled across them a
chaotic social history of existing settlement, partial payment, and fraudulent claims of
precedence. But politically speaking, it made Benton a hero not only in the West but among the
emergent Jacksonian coalition of western farmers and eastern laborers. “The manufacturers
want poor people to do the work for smaller wages; these poor people wish to go to the West
and get land; to have their own fields, orchards, gardens, and meadows—their own cribs, barns,
and dairies; and to start their children on a theatre where they can contend with equal chances
with other people’s children for the honors and dignities of the country,” Benton intoned.
Philosophically speaking, the policy of preemptive claims represented the elevation of settler
colonialism to a principle of federal governance.9Benton, promoter of preemption, thus made
peace with the prime mover of Indian removal, Andrew Jackson, on the basis of their shared
imperial ambitions for the nation’s common whites. After an elaborate series of deferential
gestures involving the scheduling of meetings, pleasant inquiries about the health of one



another’s wives, and an exchange of home visits, the old antagonists had established a working
relationship during Jackson’s years in the US Senate. With Jackson’s election to the presidency
in 1828 on a platform of “Indian removal today, Indian removal tomorrow, Indian removal forever,”
Benton became one of his ablest allies and staunchest defenders in the halls of Congress. In
Jackson, Benton found an ally willing to further the course of empire by any means necessary—
and then some.10From the beginning of his political career, Benton’s imperial ambition was
scaled to the size of the globe. In 1819, while the United States was negotiating with Spain about
the future of Florida, Benton was already writing an article in the Missouri Enquirer suggesting
the further acquisition of Cuba, support for the independence of Mexico, and the development of
trade routes to the Pacific and beyond.The disposition which “the children of Adam” have always
shown to “follow the sun” has never discovered herself more strongly than at present.… In a few
years the Rocky Mountains will be passed, and “the children of Adam” will have completed the
circumambulation of the globe, by marching to the west they arrive at the Pacific Ocean, in sight
of the eastern shore of Asia in which their first parents were originally planted. The Van of the
Caucasians and the rear of the Mongolians must intermix. They must talk together, and trade
together, and marry together.This passage, in its unwavering focus on the age-old dream of
Pacific empire, its grandiloquence, and its racial and sexual entitlement was emblematic of the
man. The serial restatement, revision, and practical application of this set of ideas consumed
Benton for the thirty years of his career in the Senate, and even afterward, until his death in
1858.11Benton’s unwavering focus on the West isolated him from the leading men of the Senate
during much of his time in Washington. He was a vigorous opponent of the tariffs promoted by
John Quincy Adams and Henry Clay, which would subsidize eastern manufacturers at the
expense of western consumers and, more important to Benton, provide the federal government
with a revenue stream other than from wholesale liquidation of the public domain: the Indian
lands he wanted to make sure were sold off to the common (read: white) man. As the issue of
slavery moved to the center of federal politics, Benton clashed repeatedly with both committed
opponents of the institution, like Daniel Webster, and its most ardent proponents, like John C.
Calhoun. Benton was a slaveholder, but for him the politics of slavery was simply a distraction
from the business of developing the West; indeed, it was in empire that the conflict over slavery
could be resolved, as expansion abroad would inevitably have “the effect at home of producing a
more perfect fusion of the different elements composing our own National Union.”12Benton was
not so much the architect of the US Pacific empire as he was its prophet. In 1822, Benton
proposed the creation of a military line of control along the spine of the Rocky Mountains, a set
of forts in lands that were then in Mexico, to ensure American domination of the Indian trade as
well as the Pacific trade he expected to emerge in the wake of the fur trade. During his time in
the Senate, Benton sponsored four western expeditions, each of which departed from St. Louis
to survey a route through Alta California (that is, Mexico) to San Francisco, the presumptive
wellspring of the western empire, and each of which was led by the senator’s son-in-law John C.
Frémont, “the Pathfinder.” Frémont’s expeditions of 1842 and 1843–1845 surveyed the Oregon



Trail with the goal of providing a pathway for the wealth of Asia to make its way to the heart of the
continent—St. Louis itself. In 1845–1846 and, finally, over the winter of 1853–1854 (by which
time the United States had seized Alta California in the war with Mexico between 1846 and
1848), he traveled across the Rockies, seeking a gap that might allow the building of a
transcontinental railroad along the thirty-eighth parallel, from St. Louis to San Francisco.13It was
in support of that railroad that Benton gave what is perhaps his best-remembered speech, at a
railroad convention held in the Mercantile Library in downtown St. Louis in October 1849. The
transcontinental railroad, Benton intoned, would be a “Western route to Asia.” And from empire
in the Pacific and the exchange of goods, Benton imagined, would follow the progress of
civilization:The furs of the north, the drugs and spices of the south, the teas, silks and crapes of
China [silk fabrics, or “crêpe de chine”], the Cashmeres of Thibet, the diamonds of India and
Borneo, the various products of the Japan Islands, Manchooria, Australasia, and Polynesia, the
results of the whale fishery, the gold, silver, quicksilver, jewels, and precious stones of California.
… Our surplus… products would find a new… market in return, while the Bible, the Printing
Press, the Ballot Box, and the Steam Engine, would receive a welcome passage into vast and
unregenerated fields, where their magic powers and blessed influences are greatly
needed.Benton outlined a history of the future, of the American Dream of a Pacific empire, that
reverberated through the late nineteenth century and even beyond. Seen in this light, it is
unsurprising that Benton’s first and most admiring biographer was the man who is credited with
bringing so many of the Missourian’s imperial dreams into martial being: Theodore
Roosevelt.14But not even the Seer of St. Louis, the prophet of Pacific empire, could foretell the
future with perfect accuracy. Benton topped off his speech to the railroad convention with a
brighter vision of the future of St. Louis (well, of the whole world, really) than he would be able to
provide in reality. “Three and a half centuries ago,” he concluded, ending at what he thought of
as the beginning of the history he was trying to make,the great Columbus… departed from
Europe to arrive in the East by going to the West. It was a sublime conception.… It lies in the
hands of a Republic to complete it.… Let us rise to the grandeur of the occasion. Let us
complete the grand design of Columbus by putting Europe and Asia into communication…
through the heart of our country.… Let us beseech the National Legislature to build the great
road upon the great national line which unites Europe and Asia—San Francisco at one end, St.
Louis in the middle, New York at the other; and which shall be adorned with its crowning honor—
the colossal statue of the great Columbus.Benton is today memorialized in St. Louis’s Lafayette
Park with a statue carved by Harriet Hosmer in 1861 in the way he had imagined Columbus: clad
in the toga of a Roman senator over his suit and shod in the heavy boots of a nineteenth-century
explorer, gazing westward, above the inscription THERE IS THE EAST. THERE IS INDIA—the
most famous line of the railroad convention speech.15Of the actual Indians who lived along the
route of Benton’s railroad, or the Indians he commonly saw on the street in St. Louis and
considered during his years on the Senate committees on military and Indian affairs, Benton
said very little. Of the Shawnee, the Delaware, and the Osage in Missouri, he wrote with none of



his accustomed grandiloquence, but rather with a succinct and implacable savagery more often
associated with Andrew Jackson: “Sooner or later they must go.” Where many whites, including
imperialist whites, continued to support the Jeffersonian notion of the Louisiana Purchase lands
as a reserve for Indians forced off their lands on the east side of the continent, Benton insisted
there should be no political limit to white settlement. There was simply no place for Indians in
Benton’s imagined global order of the imperium of the city of St. Louis.16Benton’s prophetic
vision took the earthly shape of Indian wars. Indeed, the post–Revolutionary Army began as an
Indian fighting force (the Patriots of the first generation were suspicious of standing armies in
general, but devoted to Indian killing), with Benton’s St. Louis at the center of its strategic
configuration. As early as 1804, General Nathaniel Wilkinson, in St. Louis to oversee the transfer
of Upper Louisiana to the United States, outlined a vision of western dominion predicated on the
control of the trade systems of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers once “we get possession of
the interior of their country.” From 1805 until 1826, the army maintained a garrison at Fort Belle
Fontaine, north of the city, near the confluence of the two rivers. It was on the grounds of the fort
where William Clark signed some of the dozens of land cessions he negotiated during his time
as the superintendent of Indian affairs. In the aftermath of the War of 1812, Wilkinson’s vision
was taken up by then–secretary of war John C. Calhoun, who proposed the creation of a military
line defending the northern boundary of the country from Great Britain, anchored to the United
States through its connection to St. Louis. In 1826, the garrison at St. Louis was moved south of
the city, to Carondelet, where the newly constructed Jefferson Barracks soon became the nerve
center of the Army’s Department of the West. This arrangement was given official sanction in a
series of military reforms in the 1830s and 1840s in which varied deployments of frontline forces
were tied by supply lines and a chain of command that traced back to St. Louis. “In no other way,
can an extensive line of frontier, like that of the United States, be defended by a small army such
as ours,” wrote Secretary of War Joel Poinsett in 1843 of the idea of a far-flung arc of lightly
defended forts reinforced by soldiers concentrated at a central hub—Jefferson
Barracks.17During the years leading up to the Civil War, about 80 percent of the army’s active-
duty soldiers were stationed west of the Mississippi (179 of the army’s 197 companies in 1860,
for instance) and depended upon Jefferson Barracks for their supplies, reinforcements, and
marching orders. At this time, Indian wars and treaty costs (annuities, etc.) were by far the
largest elements of the federal budget, and Jefferson Barracks was arguably the single most
significant material manifestation of the United States of America other than the Capitol and the
National Road. Between 1826 and 1865, every western Indian war fought by the United States
was staged out of or supported from Jefferson Barracks in St. Louis: in addition to the Sauks and
the Foxes, the Osages, the Winnebagos, the Ho-Chunks, the Comanches, the Pawnees, and
the Sioux were all involved in significant battles with the United States in these years. Troops
from Jefferson Barracks also played a central role in the Second Seminole War (1835–1842) in
Florida, the Cherokee removal in Georgia, and the run-up to the Mexican-American War on the
southwestern border. During that same period of time, virtually every officer who rose to



prominence during the Civil War spent time at Jefferson Barracks—Braxton Bragg, Jefferson
Davis, John C. Frémont, Ulysses S. Grant, Joseph Hooker, James Longstreet, Robert E. Lee,
George Pickett, Philip Sheridan, William Tecumseh Sherman, James Stoneman, and J.E.B.
Stuart. Before these men were legends, they were Indian fighters.18In the decades before the
Civil War, Indian fighting was big business in the city of St. Louis. In addition to the
subcontracting of Indian removal and annuity payments to the Chouteaus and others in the city,
the footprint maintained by the army at Jefferson Barracks provided merchants, manufacturers,
and farmers throughout the region with steady income. St. Louis grocers and Missouri farmers
provided most of the food consumed by soldiers (and later their horses) at Jefferson Barracks
and at many of the army’s frontline bases. Indeed, the city provided much of the military
hardware for most of the US Army: guns, ordnance, ammunition, uniforms, and eventually horses
—all were provided to the government by merchants and manufacturers in the city of St.
Louis.19In other words, in addition to its overall strategic setting, the city of St. Louis had
important connections to the developing defense industries of the first half of the nineteenth
century. Jefferson Barracks sat midway between two of the richest lead belts in North America:
one centered in Herculaneum and Potosi in southeastern Missouri (and controlled by the
Chouteau family), and the other in Galena in the northwestern corner of Illinois. Lead was to the
military-industrial complex of the nineteenth-century United States what rubber, then oil, then
uranium, would be to the military-industrial complex of the twentieth century: an indispensable
extractive resource. In 1824, when Congress doubled the tariff on lead, the industry exploded in
the United States. The population of the lead district around Galena, where the federal
government leased mining rights to settlers, increased twentyfold in the immediate aftermath of
the change; subsequently, in 1827, 580 US Army soldiers were deployed from Jefferson
Barracks under the command of General Henry Atkinson to inflict “exemplary punishment” on
Ho-Chunk farmers who had come into conflict with the white settlers. In the years following, lead
smelting grew into the first heavy industry in the city of St. Louis. When the New York merchant
Phillip Hone toured St. Louis as the guest of Thomas Hart Benton in 1847, it was “immense piles
of lead” on the levee that struck him more than anything else. By the 1840s, St. Louis boasted
the largest smelting plant in the nation—providing the raw material of empire.20The most
famous war staged out of St. Louis in the years before the Civil War (though far from the only
one) was the conflict that came to be known as the Black Hawk War in the summer of 1832. At
stake were issues that dated to 1804, when a delegation headed by the Sauk leaders Pashipaho
and Quashquame had traveled to St. Louis to meet William Henry Harrison. At the time, the
future president was the territorial governor of the Missouri Territory, and his nickname,
Tippecanoe, referred to his own legendary status as an Indian killer. The Sauk went to St. Louis
to negotiate the release of a Sauk farmer who had been accused of killing three white
settlers.21The Sauk delegation had no authority to cede land, but Harrison nevertheless began
by asking for land in return for a presidential pardon for the Sauk man he had in custody (and a
promise not to pursue three others similarly accused who were not). Harrison kept no records of



the negotiations, but Quashquame remembered that the Indians were “drunk the greater part of
the time they were in St. Louis.” By the end of that time, according to Harrison, who had a signed
treaty to prove it, in return for the release of one man, the Sauk had ceded most of what is today
western Illinois, southwestern Wisconsin, and a small strip of eastern Missouri to the United
States, including the sacred city of Saukenuk (known today as Rock Island, Illinois), the
ancestral home of the Sauk.22The Sauk and Fox leader Black Hawk led an effort to resist white
settlers in Illinois in 1832. At the beginning of August, many of his followers were massacred by
US soldiers operating out of Jefferson Barracks in St. Louis. This portrait was painted while
Black Hawk was imprisoned in St. Louis following his surrender to Jefferson Davis, the future
leader of the Confederacy. (Smithsonian American Art Museum)The 1804 treaty, which provided
that the Sauks and Foxes would continue to inhabit their ancestral lands up to the moment when
the United States surveyed and sold them, never enjoyed a high degree of credibility among the
Sauks and Foxes whose removal it promised. They stayed on the land and continued to gather
at Saukenuk. In 1828, the federal government began to survey the lands in expectation of their
sale, and Thomas Forsyth, the US Indian agent in Saukenuk, acting under the authority of
William Clark in St. Louis, informed Black Hawk that the time had come—a quarter-century after
the signing of the infamous treaty—for them to leave Saukenuk and move to the west side of the
Mississippi.23Much of what we know of the conflict that follows comes from the
autobiographical Life of Black Hawk, which was dictated by the Indian leader to a translator (and
recorded by an amanuensis) in 1833, after his capture and confinement at Jefferson Barracks.
Life of Black Hawk is thus a slippery source. At best, it is a story told by a man who had little left
to lose, but perhaps much to gain, by presenting himself in a way designed to placate his
captors. Indeed, the book is dedicated to General Atkinson, the commander who oversaw both
the war and its brutal denouement on the banks of the Mississippi. At worst, it is a mostly
fabricated account composed out of the interaction of a loose translation and creative
transcription. The enormous success (indeed, the bare existence) of Life of Black Hawk,
however, suggests that, at the very least, the Sauk leader was canny enough to flatter his
captors into allowing him to mount a publicity campaign for his people when he was, for all
intents and purposes, a prisoner of war.And yet the autobiography presents its central character
as a bewildered naïf, more puzzled than outraged, at least in the first instance, by the ways of
white settlers. On one occasion in the late 1820s, he remembered, “one of my camp cut a bee
tree and carried the honey to his lodge. A party of white men soon followed him, and told him the
bee tree was theirs, and that he had no right to cut it.” However much Black Hawk (and his
scribes) might have exaggerated his perplexity at the property rights claimed by the white
settlers, he was conveying to his audience the basis of the conflict between Indians and settlers
over the meaning (and control) of land. In the winter of 1828, The Life tells us, Black Hawk, who
was away hunting, received word that white settlers had arrived in Saukenuk and were fencing
the land and destroying Indian lodges. When he returned to his lodge in the village, he “saw a
family occupying it.” Again, even allowing for an increment of strategic literary effect, Black



Hawk’s narrative conveyed the essential character of settler imperialism: one group of people
moving into the houses of another, taking over the land they had cleared and cultivated, calling
their actions progress, justifying them by race, and enforcing them by violence.24



Robert E. Wilson, III., “A memorable (for the rest of your life) historical tale of race, capitalism
and urban life. Admittedly, I am from St. Louis, so the book did more than come alive for me. It
will come alive for you too and you will breathe it. And somehow the book will breathe you. You
will feel it on your neck. It was disturbing and it was deja vu. Albeit, I left St. Louis in my mid-
teens to study and never really returned again to live there full-time, I was nurtured in the black
inner-city. I knew personally some of the personalities described and the history I discovered
integrated seamlessly with the history I had lived first hand. The deep historical perspective will
astound you. The details of how capitalism is fully and inextricably linked with racism, sexism,
genocide, imperialism and extraction (of souls, cultures and land) is raw. It forces even obligates
the raising of consciousness.For those who gave it a 1-star rating (or something in between)
think about this: raising the rug about the gore and carnage of history and capitalism is also for
many the raising of a mirror. It is painful to see but also supremely and essentially necessary if
our species has any hope whatsoever of evolving beyond the catastrophic damage we have
done to ourselves, to one another and to this planet.If you want a sanitized self-inflating pat-on-
your back version of history so when you finish you can feel good about yourself don’t buy this
book.If you want the full truth (not partial) of what has been accomplished by our species and
the full price and pain inflicted, if you want to understand how we got here and possibly explore a
next evolutionary step forward then this is a must read.”

Sense and Sensibility, “Wildly entertaining, excellent history; an instant classic of American
history:. This fascinating book is a much-needed history of how America got where it is today. I
had trouble putting it down, as it grew more and more interesting with each episodic twist. It is
set in St. Louis, at a time the city was the scene for debates over whether black Americans were
citizens. The U.S. Supreme Court would eventually rule they were not, with one justice the father
of an endangered free black son in St. Louis. whether Missouri. St. Louis's fight over whether the
city, and its strategic foundries, is settled by a gunfight between pro-Union troops led by a
German Communist and pro-Confederate forces supported by local slaveowners. The battle
was witnessed by future Union generals Sherman and Grant, and Andrew Jackson and other
historic figures have ties to the city. Missouri would remain a star on the Confederate flag, and
like the rest of America, white supremacy would remain in its heart. This book is enlivened by
many dramatic events, but the most compelling drama is the historic path that takes us to where
we are in America today, as a nation. St. Louis is a unique time capsule of that journey, because
its economy is still ruled by a regressive elite whose forefathers supported the Confederacy, and
slavery. But many people are at fault here, including a Democratic Party that expects black votes
but does little to improve schools for black children, or health care for black Americans, which
lags behind Iraq and Mexico. Many cities in America could locate their own histories in this
genesis of Manifest Destiny. Just as the White House was built by American slaves. This book is



important history that should be required reading for all high school students in America-- and by
Joe Biden and all leaders of the Democratic party, as we head into the next presidential
elections.”

Albert A., “If you live in Saint Louis, read this book. If you ever lived in Saint Louis, read this
book.. If you plan to live in Saint Louis, read this book. It details the drive for empire, the
slaughter of the Indians, and the white supremacy that forced African Americans to live as
second rate citizens. All managed from this city in the middle of America--Saint Louis, Missouri.
It's worth reminding ourselves how many Americans were debased to hand some of us white
folk comfortable lives.”

Raven, “Essential Reading!. Excellent explanations for a difficult situation. Every Missouri
resident should be required to read it. Perhaps, if we understand how we got into this mess, it
would help us to sort it out in the present.”

Ivica Vastic, “heartbreaking, spellbinding. NO surprise that I loved this book since I love the
author. It's searing and courageous, just like Johnson himself.”

Michael Heilbronn, “Highly Recommended. A well written, detailed, devastating history of racial
discrimination and hatred in the evolution of St. Louis and the USA that continues to persist
today. If you want to understand why the USA is still struggling with these issues, I highly
recommend you read this book.”
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